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The Scarpetta Factor Thomas & Mercer
With unparalleled high-tension suspense and the latest in forensic
technology, Patricia Cornwell once again proves her exceptional ability to
surprise—and to thrill—in this electrifying Kay Scarpetta novel. A body,
oddly draped in an unusual cloth, has just been discovered inside the
sheltered gates of MIT, and it’s suspected the identity is that of missing
computer engineering grad student Gail Shipton, last seen the night before
at a trendy Cambridge bar. It appears she’s been murdered, mere weeks
before the trial in her $100 million lawsuit against her former financial
manager, and Massachusetts Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta doubts it’s
a coincidence. She also fears the case may have a connection with her
computer genius niece, Lucy. In Dust, Scarpetta and her colleagues are up
against a force far more sinister than a sexual predator who fits the
criminal classification of a “spectacle killer.” The murder of Gail Shipton
soon leads deep into the dark world of designer drugs, drone technology,
organized crime, and shocking corruption at the highest levels.

Black Notice Penguin
The discovery of the decomposed body of a stowaway aboard a cargo ship
leads Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta on a perilous international
odyssey on a mission that could destroy her career and threatens her life and
the lives of everyone she loves.
Book of the Dead Vintage Crime/Black Lizard
The first book in the Shady Hollow series, in which we are introduced to the village of Shady
Hollow, a place where woodland creatures live together in harmony—until a curmudgeonly toad
turns up dead and the local reporter has to solve the case. Reporter Vera Vixen is a relative
newcomer to Shady Hollow. The fox has a nose for news, so when she catches wind that the
death might be a murder, she resolves to get to the bottom of the case, no matter where it leads.
As she stirs up still waters, the fox exposes more than one mystery, and discovers that additional
lives are in jeopardy. Vera finds more to this town than she ever suspected. It seems someone in
the Hollow will do anything to keep her from solving the murder, and soon it will take all of
Vera’s cunning and quickness to crack the case. A VINTAGE CRIME/BLACK LIZARD
ORIGINAL
Red Mist Penguin
In Scarpetta, Patricia Cornwell has a character as strong as any in popular fiction" —Wall Street Journal
New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell delivers the newest engrossing thriller in her high-
stakes series starring medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta. Depraved Heart: “Void of social duty and
fatally bent on mischief.” —Mayes v. People, 806 III. 306 (1883) Dr. Kay Scarpetta is working a
suspicious death scene in Cambridge, Massachusetts when an emergency alert sounds on her phone. A
video link lands in her text messages and seems to be from her computer genius niece Lucy. But how
can it be? It’s clearly a surveillance film of Lucy taken almost twenty years ago. As Scarpetta watches
she begins to learn frightening secrets about her niece, whom she has loved and raised like a daughter.
That film clip and then others sent soon after raise dangerous legal implications that increasingly isolate
Scarpetta and leave her confused, worried, and not knowing where to turn. She doesn’t know whom she
can tell—not her FBI husband Benton Wesley or her investigative partner Pete Marino. Not even Lucy. In
this new novel, Cornwell launches these unforgettable characters on an intensely psychological odyssey
that includes the mysterious death of a Hollywood mogul’s daughter, aircraft wreckage on the bottom of
the sea in the Bermuda Triangle, a grisly gift left in the back of a crime scene truck, and videos from the
past that threaten to destroy Scarpetta’s entire world and everyone she loves. The diabolical presence
behind what unfolds seems obvious—but strangely, not to the FBI. Certainly that’s the message they send
when they raid Lucy’s estate and begin building a case that could send her to prison for the rest of her
life. In the latest novel in her bestselling series featuring chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta,
Cornwell will captivate readers with the shocking twists, high-wire tension, and cutting-edge forensic
detail that she is famous for, proving yet again why she’s the world’s #1 bestselling crime writer.
Man Overboard Lyrical Press
Now available in a tall Premium Edition, the novel that introduces one of suspense fiction's
most compelling heroines--Dr. Kay Scarpetta--from a #1 "New York Times"-bestselling author.
Reissue.
A Third Scarpetta Omnibus Vintage
“When it comes to the forensic sciences, nobody can touch Cornwell.” —New York
Times Book Review [PLEASE BOX:] CHAOS From the Ancient Greek (???? or kháos) A
vast chasm or void. Anarchy. The science of unpredictability. On a late summer evening
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Dr. Kay Scarpetta and her investigative partner, Pete
Marino, respond to a call about a dead bicyclist near the Kennedy School of
Government. It appears that a young woman has been attacked with almost
superhuman force. Even before Scarpetta’s headquarters has been officially notified
about the case, Marino and Scarpetta’s FBI agent husband, Benton Wesley, receive
suspicious calls, allegedly from someone at Interpol. But it makes no sense. Why would
the elite international police agency know about the case or be interested? It soon
becomes apparent that an onslaught of harassment might be the work of an anonymous
cyberbully named Tailend Charlie, who has been sending cryptic communications to
Scarpetta for over a week. Even Lucy, her brilliant tech-savvy niece, can’t trace who it
is or how this person could have access to intimate information. When a second death
shocks Scarpetta to her core, it becomes apparent she and those close to her are
confronted with something far bigger and more dangerous than they’d ever imagined.
Patricia Cornwell FIVE SCARPETTA NOVELS Penguin
In this provocative thriller, forensic expert Kay Scarpetta is surrounded by familiar faces,

yet traveling down the unfamiliar road of fame.... It is the week before Christmas. A
tanking economy has prompted Dr. Kay Scarpetta—despite her busy schedule and her
continuing work as the senior forensic analyst for CNN—to offer her services pro bono to
New York City’s Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. In no time at all, her increased
visibility seems to precipitate a string of unexpected and unsettling events, culminating in
an ominous package—possibly a bomb—showing up at the front desk of the apartment
building where she and her husband, Benton, live. Soon the apparent threat on
Scarpetta’s life finds her embroiled in a surreal plot that includes a famous actor
accused of an unthinkable sex crime and the disappearance of a beautiful millionaire
with whom her niece, Lucy, seems to have shared a secret past. Scarpetta’s CNN
producer wants her to launch a TV show called The Scarpetta Factor. Given the bizarre
events already in play, she fears that her growing fame will generate the illusion that she
has a “special factor,” a mythical ability to solve all her cases. She wonders if she will
end up like other TV personalities: her own stereotype.
The Last Precinct Pocket Books
In this timely “devilish page-turner” (People) from New York Times bestselling author J.A. Jance, Ali
Reynolds learns that no good deed goes unpunished. More than ten years after the sudden end of her
high-profile broadcasting career, Ali Reynolds has made a good life for herself in her hometown of
Sedona, Arizona. She has a new house, a new husband, and a flourishing cybersecurity company
where her team of veritable technological wizards hunts down criminals one case at a time. But the
death of an old friend brings Ali back to the last story she ever reported: a feel-good human interest
piece about a young man in need of a kidney to save his life, which quickly spiraled into a medical
mismanagement scandal that landed a prestigious local doctor in prison for murder. Years may have
passed, but Dr. Edward Gilchrist has not forgotten those responsible for his downfall—especially not Ali
Reynolds, who exposed his dirty deeds to the world. Life without parole won’t stop him from getting his
revenge. Tattooed on his arm are the initials of those who put him behind bars, and he won’t stop until
every person on that Annihilation List is dead. In this gripping suspense novel from “one of the finest
practitioners of the suspenseful thriller” (The Strand Magazine), Ali Reynolds and her team race
against the clock to stop this ruthless killer—before her own name is crossed out for good.
Livid Grand Central Publishing
“When it comes to the forensic sciences, nobody can touch Cornwell," says The New York
Times Book Review. From the author of The Bone Bed and Flesh and Blood, his set offers five
novels in the #1 New York Times bestselling series featuring Kay Scarpetta: Cause of Death;
Unnatural Exposure; Point of Origin; Black Notice; and Trace.
Palace of the Drowned Penguin
Black NoticeBerkley
The Bone Bed Penguin
From New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell comes Ripper: The Secret Life of
Walter Sickert, a comprehensive and intriguing expos of one of the world's most chilling cases
of serial murder--and the police force that failed to solve it. Vain and charismatic Walter Sickert
made a name for himself as a painter in Victorian London. But the ghoulish nature of his art--as
well as extensive evidence--points to another name, one that's left its bloody mark on the
pages of history: Jack the Ripper. Cornwell has collected never-before-seen archival
material--including a rare mortuary photo, personal correspondence and a will with a
mysterious autopsy clause--and applied cutting-edge forensic science to open an old crime to
new scrutiny. Incorporating material from Portrait of a Killer: Jack the Ripper--Case Closed, this
new edition has been revised and expanded to include eight new chapters, detailed maps and
hundreds of images that bring the sinister case to life.
Food to Die for HarperCollins
Kay Scarpetta finds herself pitted against a possible bioterrorist in this suspense-filled read from #1
New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. When a woman turns up dismembered in a
landfill, Scarpetta initially suspects the work of a serial killer she’s been tracking. But her investigation
turns far more dangerous when she realizes the victim’s skin is covered in an unusual rash—and
Scarpetta herself may have just been exposed to a deadly virus.
Dust Berkley Trade
From America’s #1 bestselling crime writers comes an extraordinary #1 New York Times bestselling
Kay Scarpetta novel. Leaving behind her private forensic pathology practice in Charleston, South
Carolina, Kay Scarpetta accepts an assignment in New York City, where the NYPD has asked her to
examine an injured man on Bellevue Hospital’s psychiatric prison ward. The handcuffed and chained
patient, Oscar Bane, has specifically asked for her, and when she literally has her gloved hands on
him, he begins to talk—and the story he has to tell turns out to be one of the most bizarre she has ever
heard. The injuries, he says, were sustained in the course of a murder . . . that he did not commit. Is
Bane a criminally insane stalker who has fixed on Scarpetta? Or is his paranoid tale true, and it is he
who is being spied on, followed and stalked by the actual killer? The one thing Scarpetta knows for
certain is that a woman has been tortured and murdered—and more violent deaths will follow.
Gradually, an inexplicable and horrifying truth emerges: Whoever is committing the crimes knows
where his prey is at all times. Is it a person, a government? And what is the connection between the
victims? In the days that follow, Scarpetta; her forensic psychologist husband, Benton Wesley; and her
niece, Lucy, who has recently formed her own forensic computer investigation firm in New York, will
undertake a harrowing chase through cyberspace and the all-too-real streets of the city—an odyssey
that will take them at once to places they never knew, and much, much too close to home. Throughout,
Cornwell delivers shocking twists and turns, and the kind of cutting-edge technology that only she can
provide. Once again, she proves her exceptional ability to entertain and enthrall.
Unnatural Exposure Penguin
With high-tension suspense and cutting-edge technology, Patricia Cornwell—the world’s #1 bestselling
crime writer—once again proves her exceptional ability to entertain and enthrall in this remarkable novel
featuring chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta. On her quest to find out exactly what happened to
her former deputy chief, Jack Fielding, murdered six months before, Scarpetta drives to the Georgia
Prison for Women to meet a convicted sex offender and the mother of a vicious and diabolically brilliant
killer. Against the advice of her FBI criminal intelligence agent husband, Benton Wesley, Scarpetta is
determined to hear this woman out. Scarpetta has both personal and professional reasons to learn
more about a string of grisly killings: the murder of a Savannah family years earlier, a young woman on
death row, and then other inexplicable deaths that begin to occur at a breathtaking pace. Driven by
inner forces, Scarpetta discovers connections that compel her to conclude that what she thought
ended with Fielding’s death and an attempt on her own life is only the beginning of something far more
destructive: a terrifying terrain of conspiracy and potential terrorism on an international scale. And she
is the only one who can stop it.
Body of Evidence Minotaur Books
Collects recipes inspired by scenes from mystery novels involving Kay Scarpetta, including grilled
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marinated rib-eye steaks from "Postmortem," pollo al limone from "Potter's Field," and peanut butter-
chocolate pie from "The Last Precinct."
Chaos HarperCollins
In this thrilling installment of the #1 bestselling series, chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds
herself a reluctant star witness in a sensational televised murder trial causing chaos in Old Town
Alexandria with the threat of violent protests. Chief medical examiner Kay Scarpetta is the reluctant
star witness in a sensational murder trial when she receives shocking news. The judge’s sister has
been found dead. At first glance, it appears to be a home invasion, but then why was nothing stolen,
and why is the garden strewn with dead plants and insects? Although there is no apparent cause of
death, Scarpetta recognizes telltale signs of the unthinkable, and she knows the worst is yet to come.
The forensic pathologist finds herself pitted against a powerful force that returns her to the past, and
her time to catch the killer is running out . . .
Time Bomb Putnam Publishing Group
Attracting unwanted attentions when she is mandated to research the four-hundred-year-old
murder of a Jamestown, Virginia, settler, Kay Scarpetta finds enemies among those she is
sworn to protect. 1,000,000 first printing. Lit Guild & Doubleday Main.
Ripper Simon and Schuster
From one of the world’s number top selling crime writers comes the extraordinary
twentieth Kay Scarpetta novel. A woman has vanished while digging a dinosaur bone
bed in the remote wilderness of Canada. Somehow, the only evidence has made its way
to the inbox of Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta, over two thousand miles away in
Boston. She has no idea why. But as events unfold with alarming speed, Scarpetta
begins to suspect that the paleontologist’s disappearance is connected to a series of
crimes much closer to home: a gruesome murder, inexplicable tortures, and trace
evidence from the last living creatures of the dinosaur age. When she turns to those
around her, Scarpetta finds that the danger and suspicion have penetrated even her
closest circles. Her niece Lucy speaks in riddles. Her lead investigator, Pete Marino, and
FBI forensic psychologist and husband, Benton Wesley, have secrets of their own.
Feeling alone and betrayed, Scarpetta is tempted by someone from her past as she
tracks a killer both cunning and cruel.
The A List Thomas & Mercer
Attracting unwanted attentions when she is mandated to research the four-hundred-year-old
murder of a Jamestown, Virginia, settler, Kay Scarpetta finds enemies among those she is
sworn to protect. Reprint.
Scarpetta Penguin
Patricia Cornwell’s novels of big-city police have taken this classic genre to a new level. Now, with this
#1 New York Times bestselling novel, she outdoes herself, with a wry tale of life and turmoil behind the
blue wall. Chaos breaks loose when the governor of Virginia orders that speed traps be painted on all
streets and highways, and warns that speeders will be caught by monitoring aircraft flying overhead.
But the eccentric island of Tangier, fourteen miles off the coast of Virginia in Chesapeake Bay,
responds by declaring war on its own state. Judy Hammer, newly installed as the superintendent of the
Virginia State Police, and Andy Brazil, a state trooper and Hammer’s right hand and confidant, find
themselves at their wits’ end as they try to protect the public from the politicians—and vice versa—in this
pitch-perfect, darkly comic romp.
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